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Decomposing serial learning:
What is missing from the learning curve?
KELLY M. ADDIS and MICHAEL J. KAHANA
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts
Our current understanding of serial learning relies on the form of the learning curve and on changes in
the serialposition curve over repeated study–test trials (Ward, 1937).The averaging of data that produces
these functions obscures the detailed history of memory for individual items over the course of study–test
trials. Extending Tulving’s (1964) analysis of free recall learning, we present a new analysis of serial learning that tracks the acquisition and forgetting of item and order information at the level of individual items.
Applying this analysis to two large data sets on serial list learning allows us to discern among hypotheses
that are indistinguishable solely on the basis of the learning curve.

Ever since Ebbinghaus (1885/1913), students of memory have sought to understand human sequence learning.
Whereas early work analyzed the acquisition of long lists
of items through repeated study and test trials (see Harcum, 1975, for a review), more recent studies have favored
the analysis of immediate recall of relatively short lists
(Brown, Preece, & Hulme, 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999;
Cowan, Saults, Elliott, & Moreno, 2002; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Henson, 1998; Knoedler, Hellwig, & Neath,
1999; Li, Schweickert, & Gandour, 2000). This shift in
attention reflects a desire to move to a finer grain of analyses—from measures of overall recall and learning to the
analysis of the distribution of errors across individual list
positions. This article bridges these two approaches by
bringing a more detailed approach to the analysis of serial
learning. Through analyses of both item and order gains
and losses over trials, we show that one can distinguish
among hypotheses of serial learning that are indistinguishable with analyses of mean recall accuracy alone.
The effect of repetition on learning is most often measured by plotting a learning curve. Consider the free recall task, in which participants are asked to recall a justpresented list in any order. In this task, recall probability
increases logarithmically with the number of study trials
(Tulving, 1962). The logarithmic form of the learning
curve could arise from different underlying processes.
For example, participants might maintain the items they
have already recalled, but pick up fewer and fewer new
items over trials. Alternatively, participants might pick up
new items at a constant rate, while forgetting a percentage of the items that they had previously recalled. This
would lead to a higher absolute number of items being
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forgotten over trials, such that the net gain of recalled
items still increases over trials. Looking solely at the learning curve, one cannot distinguish between these possibilities. But by examining what happens to individual
items from trial to trial, one can test these hypotheses.
In a classic analysis of the learning curve in free recall,
Tulving (1964) examined these trial-to-trial transitions of
individual items. He reminded us of two important features of episodic list-learning experiments. First, in most
studies, which use words as stimuli, participants are not
learning items per se; rather, they are learning that these
items, mini-events in the experiment, occurred in a particular spatiotemporal context defining the study list.
Tulving (1964) also noted that if queried immediately
following an item’s appearance on the list, participants
would not have difficulty recalling that item. Thus, the
process of learning is inextricably tied to the process of
forgetting (and vice versa; Krueger, 1929).
Tulving (1964) decomposed the learning curve into
four mutually exclusive types of information. Consider
the fate of a study item on a given learning trial. In one
case, an item that was not recalled on the previous trial
is recalled on the current trial. In a second case, an item
was recalled on the previous trial but is not recalled on
the current trial. In a third case, an item was recalled on
both the previous trial and the current trial. In the final
case, the item was not recalled on either the previous or
the current trial. Tulving (1964) showed that the number
of items gained is nearly constant across trials. The number of previously recalled items that are forgotten is also
essentially constant over trials, except in very early trials
in which there are few or no items that could have been
forgotten. The number of items that are maintained from
trial to trial increases logarithmically. Finally, the number
of items that have not been recalled on the previous or the
current trial decreases monotonically over trials. From
these four types of information, one can now determine
why the learning curve is logarithmic. The slight decrease
in the number of items gained over trials, coupled with
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the constant rate of forgetting previously recalled items,
gives a net gain of items that decreases over trials.
In serial recall, the learning curve is approximately
linear over trials, at least at early stages of learning (see
the left panel of Figure 1; see also Waugh, 1961, 1963).
One can again propose many possible hypotheses about
what is happening to cause the shape of the learning
curve. Take, for instance, Lewandowsky and Murdock’s
(1989) chaining model. The closed-loop implementation
uses the storage equation
LL

[

]

m T = m T -1 + å (1 - d )g j f j + (1 - d )w j f j * f j -1 ,
j =1

where T is the current trial, d is the dot product between
m and the item fj or the association fj * fj21, LL is the
number of list items, and wj and gj are the weighting parameters for item and associative information, respectively, with g j 5 1 2 w j .
Take the case in which l 5 0.5 and w0 5 0.5. On trial
T 5 1,
LL

[

]

m1 = 0.5 å f j + f j * f j -1 .
j =1

Neglecting the effects of output encoding, the memory
vector on Trials 2 and 3 are given by m2 5 1.5m1 and
m 3 5 1.75m1 . Because there is no decay mechanism,
item and associative information become stronger over
trials, with their strength approaching 1.0 as T ® `.
During recall, correlating item f j21 with the memory
vector m will retrieve an approximate representation of the
target fj¢, according to the retrieval equation fj21#m 5 fj¢.
Successful recall will occur if the resemblance of the retrieved information with the target (fj¢ ? fj) is greater than
a threshold and also greater than the resemblance of the
retrieved information with all competing items f k.
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Because this retrieval rule is based on the “best”
match, items recalled on a previous trial will continue to
be recalled. Thus, this implementation predicts that the
learning curve results from adding new items in the correct order and not forgetting items already recalled.
Other versions of the model that include forgetting processes would predict that learning proceeds by adding
many new items on each trial while forgetting some
items that have been previously recalled.
A simple positional model (e.g., Lee & Estes, 1981)
stores associations between items and positions, with no
direct item-to-item connections. At item presentation,
the relative order of the item is assumed to be perfect. At
each subsequent time point, however, the item’s position
may be perturbed to a nearby position. This creates an
uncertainty gradient, formalizing the idea that participants’ ability to recall an item’s exact input position decreases over time. An item may be lost if its position is
perturbed in such a way that the resulting information is
not a recognizable code for any position. At test, the positional code is sequentially activated, generating the
item in that position at that time point according to the
perturbation rule above. A similar perturbation process
occurs at the trial level, which, over trials, serves to reinforce the list items. Thus, in early trials, many new items
will be recalled, but the order of several of these items may
have been perturbed. Over trials, however, items will be
placed in their correct positions. To distinguish among
these hypotheses, we will extend Tulving’s (1964) analysis to serial recall, examining the gains and losses of both
item and order information of individual items from trial
to trial.
We will reanalyze data from two serial learning experiments, whose methods are summarized below. We
first will present learning curves obtained using three
different scoring methods. We then will explain our new

Figure 1. Learning curves. (A) Serial recall of consonants. (B) Serial recall of words. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals calculated according to the methods of Loftus and Masson
(1994). The trials of learning are Vincentized (see the text for an explanation).
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analysis of item and order gains and losses over trials.
Finally, we will apply this analysis separately to easy and
hard lists, and to good and poor learners.
In the first study (Kahana & Jacobs, 2000), participants
learned lists of 11, 12, and 13 consonants for an immediate serial recall test using the study–test method (lists were
learned to a criterion of three consecutive perfect recalls,
although only trials through the first perfect recall will
be analyzed here). Consonants were displayed individually
on the screen for 1 sec, followed by a 250-msec blank
interstimulus interval. At test, the participants typed
their responses into a row of placeholders, indicating
skipped positions with the space bar. Nineteen participants learned 432 lists across 12 sessions, yielding a
total of 8,208 lists learned. Because this study was designed to examine the effects of repetition on serial recall, half of the lists contained repeated items. Those repetition lists will not be considered here. Only lists of
length 13 with no repetitions are analyzed here; 6 lists
from each session—a total of 72 lists per participant—
met these criteria.
In the second study (Experiment 2 of Kahana & Caplan, 2002), participants learned lists of 19 words for an
immediate serial recall test using the study–test method
(lists were learned to a criterion of one perfect recall).
Words were presented auditorily at a rate of 1 word per
1.5 sec. At test, the participants vocally recalled as much
of the list as they could, in the order of presentation. No
instructions were given for indicating skipped positions.
Sixty participants learned 24 lists across five sessions
(the first 4 lists were considered practice and were excluded from analysis), yielding a total of 1,200 lists
learned. Following mastery of each list, the participants
were given a distractor task and a probed recall task.
Here, we will analyze only the serial recall phase of the
experiment.
The Learning Curve
In plotting the learning curves for recall of consonants
(Kahana & Jacobs, 2000) and recall of words (Kahana &
Caplan, 2002), we compared three scoring methods:
strict positional scoring, relative order scoring, and lenient (item) scoring (Drewnowski & Murdock, 1980).
Strict positional scoring counts a recalled list item as
correct only if it is in the correct serial position. Relative
order scoring counts a recalled list item as correct if it is
from a later serial position than the serial position of the
previous recalled item. Lenient scoring counts a recalled
list item as correct regardless of output position or order.
Because the lists in both experiments were learned to
a criterion (one perfect recall for words, three perfect recalls for consonants), the number of trials to criterion
varied from list to list and from participant to participant.
To analyze data across these lists, we Vincentize the participants’ performance (Vincent, 1912; Workman &
Adams, 1950). Vincentizing is a binning procedure in
which segments of an individual’s learning are substituted for actual trials. For example, a list learned in three

trials could be Vincentized into six trials by weighting
each real trial as two Vincentized trials. Alternatively, a
list learned in nine trials could be Vincentized into six
trials by weighting each real trial as two thirds of a Vincentized trial, so that two thirds of the first Vincentized
trial would be the first real trial and one third would be
from the second real trial. Thus, we would have the first
sixth of learning, the second sixth of learning, and so on.
We therefore use the term degree of learning, rather than
trial number.
We binned the real data on the basis of the mean1 number of trials to criterion for each experiment. Furthermore, to facilitate comparison of these two studies, we
included trials only through the first perfect recall, rather
than through all three consecutive perfect recalls, in our
analyses of Kahana and Jacobs (2000). For Kahana and
Jacobs’s study (recall of consonants), the mean number
of trials to learn the list was three, whereas the mean
number for Kahana and Caplan’s (2002) study (recall of
words) was five. The fact that analyses may show that
less than 100% of the list was correctly recalled on the
final Vincentized trial is an artifact of the binning procedure; the final real trial was 100% correct.
Figure 1 compares the three scoring methods across
both experiments. Panel A shows the results from the
first study, recall of consonants. All three curves are linear and increasing.2 Thus, on average, the participants
had a net gain of items that remained constant over trials. The curves from relative order scoring and lenient
scoring lie virtually on top of one another, whereas strict
positional scoring produces lower percentages. This illustrates the fact that items are recalled in the correct relative order even when they are recalled in the incorrect
serial position.
Figure 1B shows the results from the second study, recall of words. As in the first study, the relative order and
the lenient scoring curves lie on top of one another,
whereas strict positional scoring is slightly lower. In this
case, however, the strict scoring accelerates slightly over
trials, whereas the lenient and the relative order scoring
decelerate over trials. This raises the possibility that late
in learning, participants gain fewer new items but f it
items previously recalled in incorrect positions into their
correct positions. Solely on the basis of the learning
curve, however, we cannot evaluate this hypothesis.
Item/Order Analyses
Just as the learning curve can be scored using different types of information (item, order, and position), so
can trial-to-trial transitions of individual items. Extending Tulving’s (1964) analysis to serial recall, we first will
examine both item and relative order gains and losses
over learning. Table 1 illustrates all of the possible permutations of item and order information gains and
losses. For each case, the first two letters indicate the information recalled on the previous trial (k 2 1, row
value), whereas the second two letters indicate the information recalled on the current trial (k, column value).
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Table 1
Item/Order Curves
Trial k
Trial k 2 1

io

Io

iO

IO

io
Io
iO
IO

ioio
Ioio
–
IOio

ioIo
IoIo
–
IOIo

–
–
–
–

ioIO
IoIO
–
IOIO

Note—All possible permutations of item and order information are
shown. Cases along the main diagonal indicate no change from trial to
trial and are, therefore, excluded from graphs. It is unclear how to measure iO cases behaviorally, and they are therefore excluded from these
analyses.

Correct item information is represented by an I, and incorrect item information is represented by an i. Similarly, correct relative order information is represented by
an O, whereas incorrect relative order information is represented by an o. Not all of the 16 possible cases are informative. The cases involving order information without item information cannot be measured behaviorally
with any standard methods. These cases have thus been
excluded from all the analyses. The cases along the main
diagonal represent no change in trial-to-trial behavior, so
these have been excluded from the graphs, because they
can be derived from the data showing gains and losses.
This leaves six critical cases—three representing information gains and three representing information losses:
ioIO: gaining item and order information,
ioIo: gaining item information, incorrect order information,
IoIO: gaining order information, maintaining item information,
IOio: losing item and order information,
Ioio: losing item information, did not have order information,
IOIo: losing order information, maintaining item information.

One can illustrate the various cases described above
by using example trials of recall. Given an example list
ABSENCE, HOLLOW, PUPIL, DARLING, RIVER, RAILWAY, WINDOW, on Trial 1 the participant may recall ABSENCE, HOLLOW, WINDOW, RAILWAY. The items ABSENCE, HOLLOW,
and WINDOW have all been gained in the correct relative
order, so they are of the ioIO case. The item RAILWAY ,
however, is in the wrong relative order and is, therefore,
of the ioIo case. On Trial 2, the participant may recall
ABSENCE, PUPIL, HOLLOW, DARLING. The item HOLLOW is
now in the wrong relative order and is now in the IOIo
case. The item RAILWAY, which was in the wrong relative
order on the previous trial, was not recalled on this trial.
It is, therefore, of the Ioio case. On Trial 3, the participant might recall ABSENCE, HOLLOW, PUPIL, RIBBON, WINDOW. Now HOLLOW is back in the correct relative order
and is of the IoIO case. The item DARLING, however, was
in the correct relative order on the previous trial and has
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been forgotten on the current trial. It is therefore of the
IOio case.
Plotting these six cases provides detailed information
on the gains and losses of item and order information on
each trial. Figure 2A shows the item/order analysis for
serial recall of consonants. Participants generally gain
item and order information together (ioIO: dotted line,
top subpanel). This curve decreases over learning, since
there are fewer items that can be gained. If an item is
gained without order information, either it can be lost on
a subsequent trial, or the order information can be gained
on a subsequent trial. Given that there is so little forgetting (see bottom subpanel), it is evident that the latter is
generally true—gaining item information and gaining
order information trade off over trials, with more item
gains (ioIo: solid line, top subpanel) early in learning
and more order gains (IoIO: dashed line, top subpanel)
later in learning. Thus, the linear learning curve is
formed predominantly from the ioIO curve, with the ioIo
and IoIO curves adding a small amount later in learning to
supplement the decrease in the ioIO curve. Figure 2B reveals a similar pattern for the acquisition of 19-word lists.
The nature of the serial recall task places some constraints on the form of the item/order functions. Participants start out with no knowledge of the items on the list
and must end with both item and order information for
all of the list items. This means that the three curves plotting information losses must start and end at zero. The
degree to which these points are not zero is a product of
the Vincentization. The IoIO curve (gaining order information, maintaining item information) must start at zero,
because one does not start off with any items in the
wrong order. Furthermore, the ioIo curve (gaining item
information, incorrect order information) must end at
zero; else, the criterion of having item and order information for all the items would not have been reached.
One could conditionalizethe item/order analysis on the
basis of the number of possible transitions for each case
given what was recalled on the previous trial. We performed this analysis on the data presented in Figure 2B
and found that the rates of forgetting item information
and forgetting order information remain constant across
trials (Ioio, p 5 .61; IOIo, p 5 .48), as do the rates of gaining item information and order information (ioIo, p 5
.07; IoIO, p 5 .76; the first and last trials are excluded because these points are undefined or must be equal to one).
Although such conditional analyses can be informative,
they can also be misleading. For example, if one conditionalizes the analysis of each transition, it would appear
that item gains increase over trials because the number
of available items is decreasing. However, participants
actually gain roughly the same number of items on a
given trial, regardless of list length. This is readily seen
in looking at the unconditionalized analysis in Figures 2A and 2B.
Using the unconditionalized item/order analysis of
gains and losses across trials, we can now evaluate the
predictions made by the associative chaining and posi-
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Figure 2. Item/order curves. (A) Serial recall of consonants, relative order scoring. (B) Serial recall of words, relative
order scoring. (C) Serial recall of consonants, positional scoring. (D) Serial recall of words, positional scoring. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals calculated according to the methods of Loftus and Masson (1994). The trials of
learning are Vincentized (see the text for an explanation).

tional coding models discussed in the introduction. The
chaining model predicts that all items will be learned
with item and order information gained together, with
or without forgetting depending on the implementation
(Lewandowsky & Murdock, 1989). This model cannot
account for the items learned with item and order information gained on separate trials. The positional model
would allow some items to be learned in the incorrect
order in early trials, with order information being gained
on later trials (Lee & Estes, 1981). Although both models predict certain aspects of the data, the positional
model is the most qualitatively accurate.
In the preceding analysis, we examined gains and
losses of item and relative order information. We can
apply the same analysis by using a strict positional scoring method. In this case, we are analyzing the gains and
losses of item and positional information. Figures 2C
and 2D show the results of the item/positional analysis.
Figure 2C shows the item/positional analysis for serial
lists of consonants. This pattern of results is highly similar to that seen in the item/order analysis in Figure 2A.

Figure 2D, however, shows that the item/positional
analysis of serial lists of words reveals a different picture. In early trials, an equal number of items are gained
with item and positional information together and with
item information alone. There is also a noticeable increase
in the losing of item and positional information separately, although the overall amount of information lost is
still rather small.
Whereas the results of the relative order scoring for
recall of words are highly consistent with the results of the
first study (using relative order or positional information),
the positional scoring shows a very different pattern of
results. This difference appears only subtly in the learning curves, but it is readily apparent in the comparison of
the item/order analysis with the item/position analysis.
This difference is most likely due to the use of oral recall
in the second study, rather than typed recall, which
makes later serial positions much more prone to error.
For instance, it is more difficult in oral recall than in
written recall to correctly recall an item in its correct serial position after several omissions of items at earlier
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serial positions. Thus, relative order scoring seems to be
less sensitive than positional scoring to methodological
issues that may produce differences in results for trivial
reasons. Hence, relative order scoring is a robust method
that allows comparisons among studies with widely varying methodologies. The remaining analyses in this article, therefore, will focus only on relative order scoring.
From the item/order analysis, we see that item information and order information are almost always learned
together. We also see a paucity of information losses; it
may be that serial organization protects items from forgetting. Such organization is not a feature of free recall,
because participants recall items in different orders, until
late in learning when a subjective organization emerges
(Tulving,1962). Waugh (1961) demonstrated that whereas
free recall exhibits rapid gains of information early in
learning, there is relatively little improvement later in
learning. Serial recall, however, exhibits a more constant
rate of learning that surpasses free recall in later trials.
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Although it is not entirely clear whether order information is always actually gained or whether it is merely inferred at recall from other recalled items, it is clear that
once an item is recalled in the correct order, that order information is retained on subsequent trials. If items are
recalled in the incorrect order, they are placed in the correct order on a subsequent trial. It is as if later trials are
used to fit the previously unlearned item and order information into the list of known information.
In Figure 3, we expand the relative order scoring from
the item/order analysis shown in Figures 2A and 2B to look
at various levels of performance. For both studies, we partitioned the data into a 2 3 2 matrix of across-subjects
comparisons by within-subjects comparisons. We divided the participants into two categories based on the
average number of trials it took them to learn the lists.
Participants whose mean number of trials to criterion
was less than or equal to the grand mean were labeled
good learners, whereas those whose average was greater

Figure 3. Item/order curves. (A) Serial recall of consonants (hard lists), good learners. (B) Serial recall of words (easy lists),
good learners. (C) Serial recall of words (hard lists), good learners. (D) Serial recall of consonants (hard lists), poor learners.
(E) Serial recall of words (easy lists), poor learners. (F) Serial recall of words (hard lists), poor learners. Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals calculated according to the methods of Loftus and Masson (1994). The trials of learning are Vincentized (see the text for an explanation).
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than the grand mean were labeled poor learners. We then
partitioned the lists for each participant into two categories, also based on the number of trials it took to learn
the list: easy lists (learned in fewer trials than the participant’s average) and hard lists (learned in more trials than
the participant’s average). The easy lists from the first
study were excluded because they were completed in one
trial and, therefore, are uninteresting in terms of learning
curves or item/order analyses.
The six panels in Figure 3 show the item/order results
for good and poor learners (rows) and for hard consonant lists and easy and hard word lists (columns). Looking across the data in Figure 3, it is only the speed of information acquisition that varies with performance.
More precisely, poor learners forget more than good
learners, but they still forget very little. Rather, they
learn less new information per trial but still predominantly gain item and order information together. The
same statements can be made when comparing the
within-subjects data. Harder lists show slightly more
forgetting, although forgetting is still very low, and less
new information is gained per trial.
Discussion
The traditional analysis of serial recall—the learning
curve—shows the rate of overall acquisition of the list
items but collapses across the dynamics of individual
item gains and losses. In this article, we extended Tulving’s (1964) free recall analysis to serial recall, examining the trial-by-trial gains and losses of item and order
information.
We carried out our item/order analysis on data sets
from two serial recall experiments (Kahana & Caplan,
2002; Kahana & Jacobs, 2000). These two experiments
used different stimuli, list lengths, and modalities. Despite these methodological differences, we see very similar results. Item information and order information were
almost always learned together. In addition, information
was not forgotten once it had been recalled. Only in a
very few cases was item information learned alone, with
order information learned on a subsequent trial. Given
the extremely low rates of forgetting, these two curves—
gaining item information alone and gaining order information for previously recalled items—trade off over trials, so that gains of item information were higher in early
trials and gains of order information were higher in later
trials. A further decomposition of this analysis for both
within-subjects and across-subjects variations in performance shows the same pattern.
This analysis suggests that a common learning process underlies very different paradigms of symbolic sequence learning. Perhaps the sequential structure of the
lists provides a mechanism that protects information
from forgetting. When an item is recalled, it is maintained, and its relative order in the list is maintained with
the addition of more recalled items. Items recalled without correct order information can, therefore, be placed in
the correct order as more of the list is learned.
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NOTES
1. The mean number of trials to criterion rounded to the nearest integer was equal to the median number of trials to criterion.
2. The same pattern of increasing linearity is observed when looking
at the raw, un-Vincentized data.
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